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Theoretical results are given for spin relaxation in semimagnetic semiconductor quantum wells due to
longitudinal opticalsLOd phonon-induced flips of exciton spins at zero temperature and modest magnetic
fields. Relaxation in this scenario is due to spin-flip transitions within the heavy-hole exciton subbands which
are mediated by the coupling of excitonic spin states via the electron-hole exchange interaction. Relaxation
rates are found to depend strongly on a magnetic field, exciton momentum, and size of the quantum well.
Results are illustrated by evaluations for the ZnSe-based semimagnetic quantum wells. In longitudinal mag-
netic fieldssFaraday geometryd a maximum in the relaxation rate is found for zero-momentum excitons at a
Zeeman splitting of,60 meV. In transverse magnetic fieldssVoigt geometryd the LO-induced spin relaxation
is strongly suppressed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The achievements in spin injection technology with the
possibility of successful spin functionality for diluted mag-
netic semiconductorssDMS’sd ssee Refs. 1–3 and references
thereind, have renewed interest in the study of the spin relax-
ation of electrons and holes. The required techniques for
such investigations are given by methods of ultrafast spec-
troscopy which allow to observe the electron and hole spin
kinetics in semiconductor quantum structures over a wide
range of temperatures and magnetic fields.4–11 Also the
theory of the electronsholed spin relaxation is well estab-
lished in terms of thessp-dd exchange scattering by magnetic
ions.12–15

Since some prominent proposals16 for the achievement of
spin-based information processing are based on optical gen-
eration, detection or control of spin states, one needs to con-
sider the dynamics ofexcitonic spins in particular also in
DMS structures. Experimental measurements of the exciton
spin relaxation times are performed by various groups in
different DMS systems. Exciton-spin relaxation times of or-
der tens of picoseconds, for example, were observed for the
CdTe- and ZnSe-based quantum wellssQW’sd.17,18A strong
increase in the spin lifetime, however, was found in the
ZnSe-based strained epilayers and quantum wells.19–21 Re-
cent experimental findings in Refs. 22 and 23 indicate a di-
rect involvement of longitudinal opticalsLOd phonons in the
exciton spin-relaxation in CdSe/ZnMnSe superlattices and
ZnMnSe DMS layers. In spite of intensive work, the exciton
spin-relaxation processes are still not fully understood. One
of the reasons is a deficiency in the present theory. The ex-
ception is the exchange-induced precession mechanism lead-
ing to exciton spin-relaxation in quantum wellssQWsd.24 But
this mechanism cannot be directly applied to the case of
semimagnetic QWs with a giant spin splitting.22

For excitons there are two channels to change its spin.
The first one is due to an independent change in the electron

and hole spin—a two-step relaxation process. The second
one is a result of simultaneous flips of electron and hole
spins—the direct exciton spin-flip process. For the former
case, the magnetic exchange mechanism can still be efficient
and the exciton spin-relaxation rate is controlled by the slow-
est step. For example, a short electron spin lifetime ofte
,4 ps was estimated theoretically in Ref. 22 for a 10 nm
sstrainedd ZnMnSe QW, and a few times longer spin lifetime
is obtained in this case for holes.10,25 For the latter case, the
exciton spin and energy change simultaneously and therefore
a direct exciton spin-flip process occurs by the phonon par-
ticipation. Actually, this relaxation channel was discussed as
a possible process for observed spin relaxation in Ref. 22.
But, such a process was viewed as a high order process re-
quiring some magnetic mediator between the LO phonons
and the carrier spins.22

Our aim is to give a microscopic model calculation for
direct spin-flip transitions within exciton subbands including
the dependence on an external magnetic field. The basic
mechanism is the Maialle-Andrada-ShamsMASd24 mecha-
nism of the electron-hole exchange interaction in QWs. This
interaction is responsible for the coupling between the
heavy-holeshhd exciton spin states with a finite center-of-
mass momentum and allows direct transitions between the
spin-split excitonic branches by a spin-independent perturba-
tion. We shall limit our consideration to the exciton interac-
tion with LO phonons. We will show that the proposed
mechanism is able to explain qualitatively experimental find-
ings in Refs. 22 and 23. This spin relaxation is actually rather
efficient and is thus able to compete with the above men-
tioned mechanism related to the magnetic exchange. We also
discuss some possibilities to verify experimentally both the
magnetic exchange and the exciton exchange spin-relaxation
models.

II. RELAXATION RATE

We consider semimagnetic semiconductor quantum well
sQWd structures where we first assume that thesp-d ex-
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change interaction results in largeg factors for the electron
and hole spins. For moderate magnetic fields, it becomes
possible to observe the Zeeman splitting, whereas the field-
induced changes of the subband wave functions and energies
can still be neglected. We calculate the relaxation rate for the
sdirectd spin-flip transitions within thehh exciton subbands
which are split by an external magnetic field. These transi-
tions are accompanied by the energy relaxation to the pho-
non bath, whereas the coupling of exciton spin states by the
MAS interaction is viewed as a perturbation.

For zinc-blend semiconductor QWs, the structure of exci-
tons is well known.26 The single-particle basis from which
the hh exciton is constructed consists of a heavy hole with
spin Jh=3/2, Jh,z= ±3/2, and anelectron with spins=1/2,
sz= ±1/2 sthe z direction is chosen to point along the quan-
tum well growth directiond. From these states four exciton
states are formed which are characterized by their angular
momentum projectionsSz=sz+Jh,z. States withuSzu=2 cannot
couple to the light field, and are therefore optically inactive
sdark excitonsd, while states withuSzu=1 are optically active
sbright excitonsd. Bright and dark excitons are split by the
sshort-ranged electron-hole exchange interactionsssinglet-

triplet splitting Dstd. An external magnetic fieldBW causes a
further splitting of the excitonic subbandssby the Zeeman
interactiond depending on the magnetic field orientation, see
Appendix. For semi-magnetic QWs and moderate Bs,Td,
the Zeeman energies are much larger than an exchange en-
ergy Dst which is typical of a few tenth of meV.

A. Faraday geometry

In the presence of a longitudinal magnetic fieldsBW izd
both the bright and dark excitons are split by the Zeeman
energies which are determined by the electron and holeslon-
gitudinald g factors, ge,z and gh,z. No mixing between the
bright and dark states occurs in this case. We consider spin-
flip transitions within optically active states from the
u−3

2 , 1
2l su−1ld upper spin state with the center-of-mass mo-

mentumKW to the u 3
2 ,−1

2l su+1ld lower spin state with the

momentumKW 8, see Fig. 1sad. Such a transition is a result of
two second-order processes, each of them being a first-order

process in the exciton-phonon coupling and the coupling of
exciton spin states: see Fig. 1sbd. Only bright exciton states
are involved in the processes above.27

The total relaxation rate at zero temperature is

Wsf =
2p

"
o
qW,KW 8

uM−1,K→+1,K8
qW u2dsAhK82 + "VLO − EZ − AhK

2d,

s1d

whereEZ is the Zeeman energy for the bright exciton,"VLO

andqW =hQW ,qzj are the LO phonon energy and momentumsQW
andqz in the plane and the growth direction of a QW, respec-
tivelyd, Ah="2/2M is the exciton band dispersion parameter,
the exciton mass isM =me+mhh, andmhh is an in-planehh
mass. We use dispersionless LO phonons to a good approxi-
mation since the exciton energy band displays, evidently, a
much stronger dispersion than the optical phonon band. The
transition matrix element is

M−1,K→+1,K8
qW =

1

EZ
fk− 1uWexc

KW u + 1lkKW uUph
qW uKW 8l − kKW uUph

qW uKW 8l

3k− 1uWexc
KW 8 u + 1lg, s2d

wherekKW uUph
qW uKW 8l is the exciton-phonon scattering matrix el-

ement andk−1uWexc
KW u+1l is the exchange interaction matrix

element, see below. The exciton state isu±1,KW l
= u±1lCKW srWe,rWhd whereCKW srWe,rWhd is the sground stated exci-
ton envelope wave function, indicese andh stand for elec-
tron and hole.

To simplify matters, we perform our calculations under
the following conditions.

sid We assume that thehh and lh subbands are well sepa-
rated sdue to the confinement and the lattice mismatch-
induced strain in the growth directiond compared to the Zee-
man splittings, so that thehh-lh mixing can be neglected. For
thehh exciton, the subband envelope wave function is sepa-
rated into a product of electron and hole subband states for
the growth direction and a component for the in-plane mo-
tion, which we assume to be two-dimensional exciton
states:24

CKW srWe,rWhd =Î 8

paex
2 e−2r/aexeiKW RWzeszedzhszhd. s3d

Here,aex is the sbulkd exciton Bohr radius andrW andRW are
two-dimensional vectors describing the relative and the
center-of-mass motion of excitons, respectively. For the mo-
tion in the confining directions0øzøLd, we use an infinite
shard-walld potential approximation: zeszd=zhszd;zszd
=Î2/L sinspz/Ld.

sii d For the considered case, the Fröhlich interaction of
bulk LO phonons with carriers is dominant, so that the
exciton-phonon coupling matrix is given by29,30

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram showingsad the LO phonon-induced
transition within the spin-split bands of thehh exciton andsbd the
second-order processes involved Eq.s2d.
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kKW uUph
qW uKW 8l = iÎ2pe2"VLOs1/«` − 1/«0d

Vsqz
2 + Q2d

3kCKW srWe,rWhdueiqWrWe − esiqWrWhduCKW 8srWe,rWhdl, s4d

whereV is the system volume,«0 and «` denote the static
and high-frequency limits of the dielectric function. For the
exciton-phonon scattering process, the total in-plane momen-

tum is conserved:kKW uUph
qW uKW 8l~dKW 8,KW −QW . Note that for the

phonon-related exponential functions, the following expres-
sions hold:

eiqWrWe = eiqzzeeiQW RWeiQW sm/medrW ,

eiqWrWh = eiqzzheiQW RWe−iQW sm/mhhdrW , s5d

wherem=memhh/ sme+mhhd is the reduced exciton mass.
siii d Maialle et al.24 have shown that both the short- and

long-range exchange interactions contribute to the coupling
of excitonic spin states in a QW, but the latter one is typically
dominant. As a result, the matrix element of theslong-ranged
exchange interaction acting on the spins of thehh-exciton
ground state is given byfsee Eq.s3.4d in Ref. 24g

k+ 1uWexc
KW u − 1l = DLTfsKd

sKx − iKyd2

K
, s6d

where DLT is the longitudinal-transversal splitting,K= uKW u,
and the form factor is

fsKd =
3

2
aexE dzE dz8z2szdz2sz8de−Kuz−z8u. s7d

sivd Finally, we introduce the following dimensionless pa-
rameters:

« =
EZ − "VLO

Ah/aex
2 , D̃LT =

DLT

Ah/aex
2 ,

k =
e2aex

Ah
s1/«` − 1/«0d, s8d

characterizing the strength of the phonon detuning, the long-
range exchange interaction, and the Fröhlich coupling, re-
spectively.

(a) Zero-momentum excitons. We consider first the spin-
flip transitions from theK=0 upper spin state to theK8Þ0
lower spin state of thehh exciton. A similar situation is re-
alized in the hot–exciton luminescence experiments in Ref.
22 for sZnMnSed DMS layers. In this experiment, the upper
spin state of the DMShh exciton is selectively generated by
s−-polarized light atK=0, see Fig. 2sad. The polarization of
a hot PL line opposite to that of the pumping lightsi.e., of the
same sign as the lower spin stated, is observed when the
splitting of excitonic subbandsEZ exceeds the LO phonon
energy"VLO. The energy position of a hot PL line in this
case is exactly at one LO phonon energy below the pumping
energy. These observations clearly indicate an efficient exci-
ton spin relaxation atEZ."VLO when the spin-flip process
is accompanied by the emission of one LO phonon. Indeed,

if LO-assisted spin relaxation from the upper state with a
momentumK=0 is allowed, the states in the lowest exciton
band with a momentumKÞ0 become occupied resulting in
a sharp hot PL line which is fullys+ polarized.

For K=0, only the second term in Eq.s2d contributes
since there is no coupling between exciton spin states with
zero center-of-mass momentum. The corresponding relax-
ation process is sketched in Fig. 2sbd where theUph andWex
determine the exciton-phonon coupling and thesexchange-
inducedd coupling of exciton spin states, respectively.

After some algebra, we obtain the following result:

Wsfs«d = W0Fs«dQs«d, s9d

W0 =
9

8p
VLOD̃LT

2 k, s10d

Fs«d =
L

aex

«

s« + e0d2F1
2s«dF2

2s«dF3s«d, s11d

where

F1sxd = 64ffhsxd − fesxdg, s12d

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram showingsad the two optically active
hh exciton bands of the DMS QW inK space and the exciton
energy distribution under optical pumping in the hot PL experi-
ments according to Ref. 22 andsbd the LO phonon-induced spin-flip
process.
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fhsxd = s16 +xmhh
2 /M2d−3/2, s13d

fesxd = s16 +xme
2/M2d−3/2, s14d

F2sxd =
4

p2E
0

p

dj sin2 jE
0

p

dh sin2 hfsj,hd, s15d

fsj,hd = e−Îxuj−huL/paex, s16d

F3sxd =E
0

`

dy
g2syd

y2 + xL2/aex
2 , s17d

gsyd = S1

y
+

y

p2 − y2Dsiny. s18d

Here, the dimensionless energy ise0="VLOaex
2 /Ah andQs«d

is the step function.
(b) Hot excitons. Let us now consider exciton states in the

upper spin branch with a finite center-of-mass momentumK.
For such states, spin-flip transitions occur even when the
Zeeman splitting is smaller than the LO phonon energy.
From momentum and energy conservationfsee Eq.s1dg, we
have

EZ − "VLO + 2AhKQ cosw ; AhQ
2 . 0, s19d

wherew is the angle between the exciton and phonon mo-

mentaKW and QW , respectively. Hence phonons with momen-

tum QW in forward directionscosw.0d with respect toKW

contribute to the spin-flip events atEZ,"VLO; see Fig. 3.
Hot photoluminescence experiments combined with tun-

able excitation spectroscopy indicate that spin-preserving en-
ergy relaxation of excitonsstypically around 1 ps22d precedes
interband spin-flip transitions in CdSe/ZnMnSe
superlattices.23 Experimental results presented in Ref. 23 re-
fer to the case when the LO phonon energy exceeds the spin
splitting si.e., the phonon detuning is negative,«,0d. For
this case, a strong suppression of spin relaxation was ob-

served for small values of exciton momenta.23

Using the assumptionssid–sivd, we found that the exciton
spin relaxation rate forKÞ0 is still described by the char-
acteristic rateW0, Eq. s10d, but displays a rather intricate
dependence on« andK. As an illustration, we consider the

contribution of theQW iKW sw=0d phonons for which the relax-
ation rate is given by

Wsf
i s«,kd = W0

F2s«,kd2

Î« + k2

3H q1Fsq1
2dQs«d, « . 0,

o
i=1,2

qiFsqi
2dQs« + k2d, « , 0,J s20d

where dimensionless momentum isk=sKaexd and

Fsxd =
L

2paex

1

s« + e0d2F1
2sxdF3sxd, s21d

F2s«,kd = F2sk2dk − F2s« + k2dÎ« + k2, s22d

q1,2= k ± Î« + k2. s23d

FunctionsF jsxd are defined by Eqs.s12d–s18d.

B. Voigt geometry

The eigenstates and energies of thesKW =0d hh exciton in a

titled magnetic fieldBW are calculated in the Appendix and are
shown schematically in Fig. 5. In transverse magnetic fields

sBW 'zd, the hh exciton band is split into the two Zeeman
subbands, each are twofold degenerate. The Zeeman splitting
E'= uge,'umBB is determined by the transverse electrong fac-
tor, ge,', since thehh spin is locked along thesgrowthd z axis
due to the lifting of lh-hh degeneracy by confinement and
strain.31 The excitons withSz=−1 sSz= +1d and Sz=−2 sSz

= +2d are hybridized and the upper state and the lower state
can be excited by both thes−- and s+-polarized light. The
phonon-induced relaxation, however, occurs only within the
states of the opposite polarization. The spin relaxation rate
has the same structure as for the case of Faraday geometry.
According to Eq.sA13d, it is given sfor zero-momentum ex-
citonsd by

Wsfs«'d =
W0

4
Fs«'dQs«'d, s24d

«' =
E' − "VLO

Ah/aex
2 , s25d

where the functionFsxd is defined by Eqs.s11d–s18d.

III. DISCUSSION

In Eq. s9d for the relaxation rate of excitons withK=0 the
step functionQs«d indicates that the spin-flip transitions are
only possible when the spin-splitting exceeds the LO phonon
energys«.0d. Likewise, the step functionQs«+k2d in Eq.

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration to Eq.s19d showing the LO

phonon-induced transitions of thehh exciton with a momentumKW

sad antiparallel to the phonon momentumQW scosw=−1d, relaxation

occurs atEZ."VLO, and sbd parallel to QW scosw=1d, relaxation
occurs atEZ,"VLO.
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s20d indicates that forKÞ0 the spin-flip transitions are al-

lowed already at«,0, but whenk2. u«u sKW iQW d.
According to Eq.s10d, the characteristic relaxation rate

W0 is determined by the material parameters, in particular, by
the longitudinal-transversal splittingDLT and the Fröhlich
couplings1/«`−1/«0d. The relaxation ratess9d ands20d de-
pend also on the electron and thehh sin-planed mass via the
functionF1sxd as given Eq.s13d. This function tends to zero
with me→mhh, due to the exciton neutrality. We conclude
that DMS’s based on AIIBVI semiconductorsfwith typical
values of DLT ,1 meV, s1/«`−1/«0d,0.1, and mhh/me

,10g display fastersLO phonon-inducedd exciton spin relax-
ation than DMS’s based on AIIIBV semiconductorsfwith
typical values ofDLT ,0.1 meV, s1/«`−1/«0d,0.01, and
mhh/me,1g.

Here, we estimate the dependence of the relaxation rates
on the phonon detuning parameter« and thesdimensionlessd
exciton momentumk=Kaex. Note thatF2sxd,1 for L!aex,
whereasF3sxd,1/Îx. As a result, we find fork=0 sand
me!mhhd

Wsfs«d , H «2Î«, « , 1,

s«Î«d−1, « . maxhv0,16j,
J s26d

whereas for largek@Îu«u

Wsf
i s«,kd , H«2k−5, « , 1,

k−5, « . maxhv0,16j.
J s27d

Note that the exciton momenta are effectively limited by
Kmax=Î"VLO/Ah skmax=Îe0d when the spin-flip relaxation is
slower than the spin-preserving one. In this case, for an ex-
citon with a momentumKùKmax sand hence with an energy
equal or larger than"VLOd, the relaxation occurs more likely
within the upper spin band, by an emission of one LO pho-
non, than to the lower spin band.

For numerical calculations, we use the material param-
eters for ZnSe crystals adopted from Ref. 32:"VLO
=32 meV, DLT =2 meV, me=0.13m0, mhh=0.52m0, aex
=4.5 nm, «0=9.6, and«`=5.4 sdimensionless energy ise0
.12d. The relaxation rateWsfs«d calculated with Eqs.
s9d–s16d is shown in Fig. 4sad as a function of«: Wsfs«d
increases with«.0 and saturates at«,10–15. Also, for a
fixed value of«, the relaxation rate is larger in QWs with a
small width L than for largerL due to the raising of the
exchange interaction Eq.s6d.

Evaluation of the relaxation timeWsf
i s« ,kd fcalculated

with Eqs. s20d–s23dg is shown in Fig. 4sbd. sFor the above
material parameters,kmax=Îe0.3.4.d The relaxation rateWsf

i

decreases with an increase ofk and is almost independent of
« at large momenta neark,3.

According to our numerical results presented in Figs. 4,
we conclude that zero-momentum excitons display the most
efficient sLO phonon-inducedd spin relaxation in thin QWs
which have spin-splittings larger than the LO phonon energy.
For the ZnSe-based semimagnetic QWs ofL,3 nm, for ex-
ample, the spin relaxation time drops from,50 ps atsEZ

−"VLOd,9 meV to ,12 ps atsEZ−"VLOd,40 meV. Ex-
perimental findings in Ref. 22 refer to the well width ofL

,10 nm and the energy difference ofsEZ−"VLOd
,10 meV. For such parameters, we obtain the spin lifetime
of ,70 ps. A direct quantitative comparison of our proposed
model to experiments22,23 is, unfortunately, hardly possible,
since no spin relaxation times are given. Trends as well as
numerical estimates of our model agree qualitatively well
with the experimental findings. The value of the spin relax-
ation time between the spin-preserving relaxationsaround
1 psd and the decay rate of the DMS excitonsaround tens of
psd is reproduced. We correctly explain the experimental
findings that spin relaxation is strongly suppressed for exci-
tons with a small momentum when the spin-splitting is
smaller than the LO phonon energy.

For ZnsCddSe-based semimagnetic QWs, Faraday geom-
etry is mostly favorable, since the spin splitting is much
larger atBW iz than atBW 'z in these structures. The reason is
that the strength of the exchange interaction with magnetic
ions is larger for holes28 than for electrons resulting in a large
gh,z and EZ compared toge,z s,ge,'d and E', respectively.
Therefore an efficientsLOd phonon-induced spin relaxation
in a longitudinal magnetic field will be totally suppressed by
the change of the magnetic field orientation fromBW iz to
BW 'z.

FIG. 4. Calculated exciton spin-flip relaxation rate as a function
of sad the phonon detuning parameter« at k=0 andsbd the sdimen-
sionlessd exciton momentumk at «.0, L=0.5aex. sFor material
parameters given in text, the energy difference isEZ−"VLO

.2.9« meV.d
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Within our model of direct spin-flip transitionssFaraday
geometryd, the exciton spin-relaxation rateWsf depends
strongly on a magnetic field, in particular, because of the
phonon density of states. A strongmonotonicincrease in the
relaxation occurs when the exciton spin-splitting starts to
exceed the LO phonon energy, i.e., at small«. For hot exci-
tons, Wsf decreases with an increase of the center-of-mass
momentumK. Different results can be expected for spin-flip
transitions mediated by the spin scattering via magnetic ions.
Namely, asteplike dependence on« sat small «d, and an
increase withK must be typical in this case. Indeed, the
magnetic exchange-induced spin-relaxation is a result of
combined spin-flip processesswhich are almost elastic be-
cause of the small Zeeman splitting of magnetic ionsd and
the LO-assisted energy relaxation process within the lowest
excitonic band.22 The lattersspin-preservingd process is in-
dependent of the spin-splitting, except that it starts atEZ
."VLO, i.e., at «.0. Since the hole spin-flip process re-
quires thehh-lh mixing,13 the former process is more effi-
cient the largerK is.33 In addition, the well width dependence
is different, namely, the calculated here relaxation rates in-
crease when L decreases, while for the spin relaxation by the
magnetic scattering the opposite trend is typical due to the
reduction of the valence-band mixing.

The spin relaxation dependence on spin-splitting of the
DMS exciton was studied in Ref. 22 by optical spin injection
experiments in CdSe/ZnMnSe superlattices. It was found
that spin relaxation exhibits a pronounced increase when the
energy separation of the two spin states crosses the LO pho-
non energy. The change in spin relaxation in this region is
rathermonotonicthan of a step type. The time-resolved Far-
aday rotation experiments indicate, however, the dominant
role of the carrier-magnetic ions spin-flip interactions insZn-
,Mn,CddSe QWs. The spin-relaxation times of the same or-
der were deduced for the excitonssFaraday geometryd and
the electrons or holes sVoigt geometryd in these
experiments.7 More measurements are necessary in order to
test further the theory, looking, e.g., at the magnetic-field
dependence ofWsf.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Our intent has been to point out the importance of direct
spin-flip transitions within exciton subbandsssplit by exter-
nal magnetic fieldd in semimagnetic quantum wells. The
exciton-spin relaxation is considered in terms of the coupling
between exciton spin states with a finite center-of-mass mo-
mentum via the electron-hole exchange interaction in a QW
sthe MAS mechanismd. A specific case of spin-splittings
larger than the LO phonon energy is considered and the re-
laxation is induced by LO phonons. The proposed mecha-
nism is also relevant for the opposite case of small spin-
splittings when sinstead of optical phononsd acoustic
phonons come into play.34 The phonon-induced relaxation
considered here is similar to the Elliott-Yafet mechanism35,36

for the electron relaxation in metals and semiconductors.37

Note that the MAS mechanism dominates the exciton spin
relaxation for conventional quantum wells.24 The spin dy-
namics in this case, however, is analogous to the one ob-

served in the motional narrowing effect in nuclear spin re-
laxation in metals38 and also in the Dyakonov-Perel
mechanism for the electron spin relaxation in bulk
semiconductors.39 The motional narrowing type of a spin re-
laxation is suppressed by an external magnetic fieldsalong
the growth directiond,24 in contrast to the case considered
here.

Our results explain qualitatively the experimental findings
that spin relaxation is strongly suppressed for excitons with a
small momentum when the spin-splitting is smaller than the
LO phonon energy.22,23 The rates increase strongly with a
magnetic field and they decrease with the exciton momen-
tum, findings that would be interesting to verify experimen-
tally. They also depend on material. For example,Wsf
,DLT

2 , where DLT is the longitudinal-transversal splitting.
Thus, for DMS’s based on the AIIBVI semiconductorssDLT

,1 meVd spin relaxation rates will be orders of magnitude
larger than those for DMS’s based on the AIIIBV semicon-
ductors sDLT ,0.1 meVd. The rates are relatively low at
small phonon detuningEZ*"VLO, but,20 picoseconds can
be achieved atEZ,2"VLO, e.g., in ZnSe-based quantum
wells with a widthL,5 nm. These values lie between the
spin-preserving relaxationsaround 1 psd and the decay rate
of the DMS excitonsaround tens of psd. For ZnsCddSe-based
semimagnetic QWs in transversesmodestd magnetic fields,
the sLOd phonon-induced exciton spin relaxation is strongly
suppressed due to the small Zeeman splittings compared to
the LO phonon energy.
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APPENDIX: TITLED MAGNETIC FIELD

For the hh exciton, the main part of the spin-related
Hamiltonian ssmall exchange- and magnetic field-induced
terms are neglectedd is given by26

H = −
2

3
DstJWsW +

1

2
mBFsge,zszBz + ge,'sW 'BW 'd +

1

3
gh,zJzBzG ,

sA1d

where the first term stands for the electron-holesshort-ranged
exchange interaction, andDst is thessinglet-tripletd exchange
energy. Terms in the square brackets stand for the interaction
of the electron and hole spins with an external magnetic field

BW =Bscosw sinu ,sinw sinu ,cosud, mB is the Bohr magne-
ton, andge,z sge,'d andgh,z is the electron and hole gyromag-

netic ratiosg factord, respectively.JW is the hole total angular
momentumsspind, sz, andsW 'ssx,syd are the Pauli matrices.

In the basis of thehh-exciton statessu−1l, u−2l, u+1l, and
u+2ld, the HamiltoniansA1d is represented by the following
matrix:
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H =
1

2
mBB1

sge,z + gh,zdcosu + Dst ge,'e−iw sinu 0 0

ge,'eiw sinu sgh,z − ge,zdcosu 0 0

0 0 − sge,z + gh,zdcosu + Dst ge,'eiw sinu

0 0 ge,'e−iw sinu sge,z − gh,zdcosu
2 , sA2d

The matrix sA2d has a block diagonal form, so that the
eigenstates and their energies can be easily obtained. Gener-
ally, the excitons withSz=−1 sSz= +1d andSz=−2 sSz= +2d
are hybridized and the spectrum is fully split by Zeeman
interaction. For Faraday geometrysu=0d, the eigenstates re-
duce to the pure spin states of the bright and dark excitons,
while for Voigt geometrysu=p /2d, the spectrum remains
twofold degenerate.

For the relevant case of the large Zeeman splittings com-
pared to the exchange energyDst sDst,0.3 meV is typical,
e.g., for ZnSe-based semimagnetic QWs7d and an isotropic
electrong factor, the eigenstates are

C1
s+d =

1
Î2

fe−iw/2b+u− 1l − eiw/2b−u− 2lg, sA3d

C2
s+d =

1
Î2

feiw/2b−u1l − e−iw/2b+u2lg, sA4d

C1
s−d =

1
Î2

feiw/2b+u1l + e−iw/2b−u2lg, sA5d

C2
s−d =

1
Î2

fe−iw/2b−u− 1l + eiw/2b+u− 2lg, sA6d

whereb±=Î1±cosu. The corresponding energies are

E1
s+d = − E1

s−d =
1

2
mBBsgh,z cosu + ged, sA7d

E2
s+d = − E2

s−d =
1

2
mBBs− gh,z cosu + ged, sA8d

wherege=ge,z=ge,'.
For Faraday geometrysu=0d, Zeeman splittings are deter-

mined by both the electron and holeg factors: EZ= uE1
s+d

−E1
s−du= uge+gh,zumBB and EZ

dark= uE2
s+d−E2

s−du= uge−gh,zumBB
for bright and dark excitons, respectively. For Voigt geom-
etry su=p /2d, the hh exciton splits into two levels, each
twofold degenerate. The Zeeman splitting is determined by
the electron g factor only: E'= uE1

s+d−E1
s−du;uE2

s+d−E2
s−du

= ugeumBB.26 For the specific case of the ZnSe-based semi-
magnetic QWssgh,z.0, ge.0, andgh,z.ge

28d, the energies
Eqs.sA7d and sA8d are shown in Fig. 5.

One readily checks that the matrix elements of the
exciton-phonon interaction vanishes,kC1

s±duUphuC2
s7dl=0,

kC1
s±duUphuC2

s±dl=0, kC1,2
s+duUphuC1,2

s−dl=0, so that there are no
phonon-induced spin-preserving transitions between Zeeman
subbands. In other words, the spin-independent perturbation
does not couple the statessA3d–sA6d with one other. The

following states are mixed via the long-range exchange in-
teractionswhich mixes theSz=1 states only24d:

kC
1,KW
s−d uWexc

KW uC
1,KW
s+d l =

e−iw

2
b+

2k1uWexc
KW u − 1l, sA9d

kC
2,KW
s+d uWexc

KW uC
2,KW
s−d l =

e−iw

2
b−

2k1uWexc
KW u − 1l, sA10d

kC
2,KW
s+d uWexc

KW uC
1,KW
s+d l =

e−iw

2
b−b+k1uWexc

KW u − 1l, sA11d

kC
1,KW
s−d uWexc

KW uC
2,KW
s−d l =

e−iw

2
b−b+k1uWexc

KW u − 1l, sA12d

where the matrix elementk1uWexc
KW u−1l is given by Eq.s6d and

C
i,KW
s±d

=Ci
s±dCKW srWe,rWhd.

For Faraday geometrysb+=Î2 andb−=0d the exchange-
induced mixing occurs, evidently, for bright excitons only. In
tilted magnetic fields, however, there are additionally the
spin-flip transitions within the states of bright and dark exci-
tons; see Fig. 5. Using the assumptionssid–sivd in the main
text and expressionssA9d–sA12d, we obtain the following
result:

W11sud =
W0

4
b+

4Fs«11dQs«11d, sA13d

W12sud =
W0

4
b+

2b−
2Fs«12dQs«12d, sA14d

«11sud =
E1

s+d − E1
s−d − "VLO

Ah/aexc
2 , sA15d

FIG. 5. Schematic illustration to Eqs.sA7d and sA8d showing
the energies of thehh exciton sK=0d in tilted magnetic field,gh,z

.0, ge.0 sge,z=ge,'d.
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«12sud =
E1

s+d − E2
s+d − "VLO

Ah/aexc
2 , sA16d

where the functionFsxd is determined by Eqs.s11d–s18d. For
both Faraday and Voigt geometry, only one relaxation

process survives. For Faraday geometry, the coefficients are
b+=Î2 andb−=0, so that Eq.sA13d reduces to Eq.s9d in the
main text andW12s0d=0. For Voigt geometry, the coefficients
are b+=b−=1, so that Eq.sA13d reduces to Eq.s24d in the
main text andW12sp /2d=0, since the phonon detuning pa-
rameter«12sp /2d is negative,«12sp /2d=−"VLOaexc

2 /Ah.
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